AGENDA

I Approval of October 8\textsuperscript{th} Meeting Minutes

II Announcements and Upcoming Events

III Action Items
   1. Review of Curriculum
      a. College of Education – Sloane Burke and Tom Cai
      b. College of Health & Human Development (FCS, KIN, PT) – Sandra Chong and Abe Rutchick
      c. College of Health & Human Development (RTM) – Merril Simon and Mary Pat Stein
   2. Review Tabled Curriculum
      a. MPA Revised Program Modification Proposal

IV Program Review Reports
   Physics and Astronomy MOU – Jared Rappaport
   Political Science MOU – Merril Simon
   Spanish MOU – Hedy Carpenter

V Discussion Item
   1. Disqualification Policy

VI Adjournment